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Do You Recall?

Music & lyrics by Andrew Oxspring

[Music notation for the song is provided here.]
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Bmin           D             Dmin            A

take a trip and blast off to the moon! We want to know, do all of
an- or - ak - you really had - n’t a clue! We want to know, do all of

Voice 2  E

F (Voice 2 harmony)  G

Voice 1 (pointing at audience) you recall this happening to you?

you recall this happening to you?

1. A

D.C. 2 A

E7 (Voice 2 backing)  E

you?

Way back....

Middle When the only things that
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caused con-ce..m were a list o..f spel-lings to lea..m, how to use a...

knife and fo..rk, when to be qui-et and when to ta...lk. What to do with a

run-ny nose? (All-spoken) There are those, would you be-lieve, used to wipe it on their sle..eve!
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Dad, who'd come to pick you up from school. We want to know, do all of...

(pointing at audience) ...happen ing to you?
you re-call this happen ing to you?

(pointing at audience) ...happen ing to you?

This happen ing to you?